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Description Of Social Communication For ASD Students

Social Communication Skills
!
!  ASD students need ongoing “pragmatic” language support in the classroom and 
in novel social situations to further develop discourse skills, their narrative ability, their 
ability to process nonverbal communication, and their overall organization and 
formulation of language for expressive purposes. ASD students occasionally have 
trouble following a topic and will often have difficulty responding to another’s 
contribution to the conversation. They frequently do not track whether or not the listener 
is following or understanding them, they often do not adjust their language to improve 
the comprehension of their conversational partner, nor do they track whether others are 
interested in what they are saying. Furthermore, they often do not give listeners 
sufficient information to enable them to understand fully what they are talking about as 
they are likely to start a conversation in the middle of something they have been 
thinking about and they often assume that the listener has this information about their 
thoughts. They also have trouble formulating what they want to say in a timely fashion 
(especially when  someone else starts talking before they have finished what they had 
planned to say).

! Recommendations/Goals

a) Develop narrative skills to be able to accurately convey an experience, an event, or a 
     story.
 
! ! provides the listener with relevant background or “setting” information
! ! provides information in proper sequence or temporal order
! ! provides information clearly connected to a main point or  idea
! ! provides cause and effect references
! ! monitors the interest level and understanding of the listener
! ! can take a short break to allow input from the listener ( opportunity for 

! ! !     listener to comment or ask a question) 
! ! provides appropriate amount of detail/information
! ! provides relevant information
! ! can take the listener’s perspective

b) Initiate and maintain effective conversation 
!
! ! demonstrates effective listening skills
!  ! maintains joint or shared attention to topic or activity
! ! introduces/establishes conversation topic
! ! uses reciprocal questions
! ! uses acknowledgements
! ! uses expansion questions
! ! takes the listener’s perspective
! ! presents appropriate amount of information
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!  ! adjusts language or topic to improve comprehension of the listener
! ! identifies and tracks the topic of conversation
! ! adds relevant comments and information
! ! responds appropriately (e.g., acknowledges) to comments
! ! signals topic change and makes a fluid shift
! ! provides relevant conversation topic extensions
! ! introduces related topics (not off-target topic)
! ! monitors the interest level and understanding of the listener
! ! conveys interest appropriately 
! ! signals disinterest in a socially acceptable fashion
! ! appropriately signals end of conversation

c) Employ a variety of repair strategies to improve the quality of communication.

! ! requests clarification
! ! responds appropriately to requests for clarification 
! ! recognizes breakdown
! ! adjusts language or topic to improve comprehension of the listener
! ! offers additional details
! ! paraphrases same information
! ! improves intelligibility
 !  ! stands closer to the person talking
!  ! adjusts eye gaze
!  ! asks others to repeat
! ! tells conversational partner he needs more information in order to 

! ! ! understand
!  ! closely monitors the interest level of his partner and shift topic and/or 

! !  ! turns when interest fades
!
d) Initiate and terminate social contacts, respond to questions and initiations from
     others, and seek help appropriately.

! ! will say “hi” or “bye” when greeting or when he or another person is exiting
! ! will clearly indicate refusal or agreement in response to direct questions
! ! will acknowledge comments or other initiatives from others
! ! will ask for help as needed
! ! will ask questions or provide directives to peers when he wants or needs 

! ! !     more information or something from that peer
! ! will offer spontaneous comments to peers
! ! will offer compliments when appropriate
! ! will freely offer his opinion on matters that interest him

Social Communication
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